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In Part 1 of th~ essay, I I defined the
problem of acid rain and briefly re-
viewed some of the voluminous scien-
M[c literature on the subject. In this
part, I will examine the worldwide na-
ture of the acid-rain problem, public
perceptions of it, and some possible so-
lutions.

Many of the studies to date have indk
cated that acid rain is rapidly becoming a
worldwide problem. The portrayal of
the problem in the American press might
lead people to believe that the issue is
one chiefly between Canada and the
northeastern US on the one hand and
the midwestem US on the other. As I
noted in Part 1, much of the early re-
search into acid rain was done by Euro-
peans. 1Indeed, many of the current re-
search projects are being conducted
outside of North America. Much atten-
tion is now focusing on acid-rain damage
in European forests. For some time, evi-
dence has been gathered on acid-rain
damage to fisheries in Scandinavia. Z-5
But concern is not limited to areas near
the great industrial centers of the West-
ern world. Arne Jemelov, Swedkh Envi-
ronmental Research Institute, Stock-
hohn, has reported on acid-rain prob-
lems as far afield as the People’s Repub-
lic of Chma.6 Dispersion of acid emis-
sions, such as those from very tall
smokestacks, means that areas far from
the emission sources can feel the effects
of acid rain.

With the possibility that acid rain is
such a widespread problem, we might
wonder what the general public around
the world knows about the issue. An in-
dicator of public knowledge is the vol-
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ume of information and opinion appear-
ing in the popular press. Whereas most
of the information in Part 1 of th~ essay
came from scienti[c publications, many
of the articles cited here are from news-
papers, magazines, and books aimed at
the general public. In fact, the vohsme of
relevant items in these publications is so
great that only a small fraction can be
mentioned here. It would seem, there-
fore, that the popular press is providing
considerable coverage of the issue.
Whether the public is absorbing the dis-
cussion is another question. According
to Stephen Clarkson, professor of politi-
cal economics, University of Toronto,
Canadian demonstrations against acid
rain prompted many Americans to
phone radio and televMon stations, ask-
ing what acid rain was.v (p. 183)

As awareness of the acid-rain problem
increases, the emphasis must inevitably
shtit from “is it a problem?” to “what do
we do about it?” Various methods for
reducing or eliminating the undesirable
effects of acid rain have been proposed.
They fall into two general categories:
those measures taken at the site of acid
deposition and those taken to prevent or
reduce the emission of acid precursors
into the atmosphere. The former include
measures such as liming of sensitive
lakes. Of course, these methods do not
prevent acid rain, but they do attempt to
limit its adverse effects. Liming of lakes
is currently in use in Canada, the US,
and Sweden, but this is only possible in
accessible sreas.fJ (p. 20)

Reducing or elhninating acid emis-
sions can be done in two ways. The in-
stallation of devices such as smokestack



scrubbers reduces sulfur dioxide (S02)
emissions by removing most of the harm-
ful substances from the effluent before
they are released into the atmosphere.
The second approach involves the use of
low-sulfur fossil fuels, alternative energy
sources, or improved methods of com-
bustion of fossil fuels.s (p. 6)

Preventive measures aimed at power
plants and other large industrial fac~lties
are the most important, since these in-
stallations are the greatest source of
man-made emissions. Using low-sulfur
coaf can reduce the emissions that would
otherwise be produced by burning high-
sulfur coals (p. 6) One new, promising
method is pressurized fluid-bed combus-
tion. In this technique, coal k burned
whfle suspended in a column of air along
with pieces of limestone. The limestone
reacts with the sulfur emissions to pro-
duce calcium sulfate, or gypsum, an in-
ert material that can be disposed of easi-
ly. However, the technology for com-
mercial use of this method has not yet
been developed. Moreover, this method
is probably not suited to existing plants,
as pointed out by Fred Pearce, news
edhor, Z’JewScientiW.9

In addition to power plants and indus-
tries, automobdes contribute to acid I
rain, so it might seem logical to under-
take efforts to further reduce auto emis-
sions. George R. Hendrey, Terrestrial
and Aquatic Ecology Division, Depart-
ment of Energy and Environment,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Asso-
ciated Universities, Inc., Upton, New
York, believes that such measures
would not have much of an effect. He
notes that alf forms of transportation
combined contribute only about 3 per-
cent of the suffur emissions and less than
14 percent of total strong-acid-anion
emissions in the US. Hendrey’s data
come from emission figures for 1980,
that is, after the introduction of emission
controfs on motor vehicles. 10

Each of the proposed control meth-
ods, developed or undeveloped, has its
proponents, and research continues to
develop better alternatives. But a gener-
al review of the literature indicates that

no control is perfect, and each carries an
economic cost for someone.

While much debate exists in the scien-
t~lc community about the best technolo-
gy for controlling acid rain, even greater
controversy has been generated by ques-
tions of public policy on the issue. Some
indication of the variety of opinions on
the subject was provided in two issues of
Current Controversy that presented the
views of a broad spectrum of authors in
many different publications. One article
summarized the debate over the costs of
controlling acid rain, 11 while the other
addressed the question of whether con-
trofs are really necessary. 12

Many articles in newspapers and other
publications have addressed the scien-
tific and political controversy. There are
far too many of these to cover here, but
the discussions have included research
scientists, government officials, and rep-
resentatives of environmental groups, as
reported in publications ranging from
scient~lc and trade journals to daily
newspapers.

The question of how to control acid
rain involves important politicaf and
social issues, as welf as purely technolog-
ical questions. As Myron Magnet, con-
tributing edhor, Fortune magazine,
notes, all of the proposed control meth-
ods cost money. 13 Questions therefore
arise about whether the cost of such con-
trols is justified by the countervailing
economic and social costs of not con-
trolling acid rain. If controfs are deemed
justified, someone must then decide
who will pay for them. Adoption of a
particular type of control often means
that the jobs of certain classes of work-
ers (e.g., coal miners) will be threat-
ened. Whole regions may be affected by
the loss of jobs. If the burden of control
measures is placed on power utilities,
consumers and industry may be saddled
with much higher electric WMS.Is These
considerations have made control of
acid rain an important political issue.

Acid rain has captured the attention
of politicians around the world, but
especially those in Canada and Europe, I
have already mentioned some research
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projects in Part 1 of this essay. 1 The
Canadian government has taken unilat-
eral actions to address the issue, while
attempting to negotiate a cooperative ef-
fort with the US. The state of US-Cana-
dian relations at various times on the
acid-rain issue has been described in de-
taif by John E. Carroll, associate profes-
sor of environmental conservation, Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, Durham, 14
and Clarkson.7 (p. 181-203)

Norway and Sweden have for some
time been calliig for controls on sulfur
dioxide emissions. They have cited dam-
age to fisheries, an important part of the
Scandinavian economy. Dermot A.
OSullivan, reporting on acid rain in
Chemical & Engineen’ng News, notes
that other European nations did not join
the Scandinavians in their concern untif
relatively recently, when evidence of se-
vere damage to European forests began
to mount. 15

The Federal Republic of Germany has
recently become a leader in the move-
ment to develop a common strategy for
combatting acid rain among the nations
of the European Economic Community.
The impetus for the move stems from
the fears of the German people that their
forests, particularly the Black Forest,
are being destroyed by acid rain. The
Germans, supported by the Swiss and
Danes, want to reduce sulfur emissions
30 percent by 1990. They also want to
establish monitoring programs and re-
search into emission-control technolo-
gy,16

In 1983, the West German gover-
nment imposed new standards for con-
trollkg acid emissions by power plants
and industries. These standards called
for a reduction of annuaf S02 emissions
by 25 percent, from 3.2 to 2.4 million
tons. 16

While they have served as a model for
other nations, however, the West Ger-
man regulations pointed up a major
problem with such governmental efforts
in many countries. Loopholes in the reg-
ulations allowed many producers of
emissions to avoid both the obligation
and the expense of control measures. In

the Federal Repubfic of Germany, as
many as 90 percent of the nation’s power
plants would not have had to meet the
1983 standards. As news writers R. Zen
and M. Cross point out, exemptions
based on remaining plant Me-expectan-
cy were allowed in the law for power
plants, and the maximum alfowed level
of sulfur in the coal used by the plants
was raised. 17

More recently, the West Germans
have pushed for greater reductions in
suffur emissions, and a number of na-
tions in both eastern and western Eu-
rope have formed the so-called 30-Per-
cent Club. The Club comprises nations
that have committed themselves to re-
duce their sulfur emissions by 30 percent
below 1980 base Ievefs.ls

Recently, Britain’s House of Lords
called for the installation of equipment
to remove sulfur oxides (SO=) from the
emissions of at least two British power
plants. In issuing the call, a subcommit-
tee of the Lords said, “The magmitude of
damage [due to air pollution] makes it
necessary to implement a preventive
programme now despite the ‘scientific
uncertainties.’ “ The subcommittee said
that failure to act would be “foolish and
dangerous.” While the subcommittee
report calls for installation of some de-
sulfurization equipment, the Lords be-
lieve that the best long-term method for
reducing sulfur emissions is to develop
pressurized fluid-bed combuste~. They
feel this is cheaper and more energy-effi-
cient than desulfurization of flue gas.~

In another development in Britain, a
five-year study is underway by the Royal
Society. The project, which is being
conducted with the cooperation of the
Norwegian Academy of Science and
Letters and the Royal Swedish Acade-
my, wilf provide an independent evalu-
ation of the effects of acid rain. What is
unusual about the study is that it is fund-
ed by two agencies that could be subject
to a substantial economic burden if
British emissions are found to cause
damage in Scandinavia. These agencies
are the Central Electricity Generating
Board and the National Coal Board. la
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Acid rain is clearly an important issue
to many Europeans. The British publica-
tion Nature, in summarizing the situa-
tion, acknowledged the public clamor
for action. At the same time, however,
the journal urged that the problem be
more clearly defiied and understood, so
that governments do not take rash and
ill-considered actions. 19

In 1983, an interagency task force of
the US government released a report
concluding that most acid rain is pro-
duced by human activities and that ac-
tion should be taken to reduce it. Pre-
viously, government officials, including
Ann Burford, then director, Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA), main-
tained that the scientific evidence was
not strong enough to justify new clean-
air regulations. m

Exactly what action, if any, will be
taken in the US remains unclear at this
time. It maybe significant that the EPA
recentiy turned down a petition by New
York and other states to reduce emis-
sions from sources in the Midwest. The
EPA cited a lack of proof of harm from
the sources in question. Commenting on
the EPA decision, the New York Times
noted that the current administration in
Washington has taken stands on other is-
sues, such as alleged Soviet use of “yel-
low rain,” on the basis of evidence much
more tenuous than that available on acid
rain. The Times also noted that an acid-
rain reduction program, if initiated now,
would take 7 to 10 years to produce a sig-
nflcant effect. The newspaper argued
that further delay for addhional studies
will only waste time and allow the prob
lem to get worse.zl

Some sort of acid-rain legislation will
probably be passed by about 1986, ac-
cording to Michael Oppenheimer, Envi-
ronmental Defense Fund, a non-profit
organization that favors a reduction in
sulfur emissions. Oppenheimer predicts
that the impetus for the legislation wiU
come from Congress, rather than from
the executive branch.zz

Many of the political and economic is-
sues affecting acid-rain control in other
countries can be illustrated by what has

happened in the US. Bmce A. Acker-
man, professor of law and philosophy,
Columbia University, and William T.
Hassler, his student when he was at
Yale, wrote a highly readable account of
the political maneuvering in the US on
the issue of regulating the burning of
coal by new plants. They detail how
measures that were intended to produce
cleaner air and less acid rain have been
manipulated to protect the interests of
particular political constituencies. The
result has been a requirement for expen-
sive equipment that has not been effec-
tive and a failure to achieve the desired
reduction in acid-forming emissions. ~

Magnet analyzed how proposed regu-
lations on acid emissions might affect
electric power companies. He found es-
timates of the total cost of control to be
in the range of $6.2 to $35 billion, with
$2.2 to $12 bfion of this to be added to
the power companies’ operating costs.
Under a “mild” proposal, companies in
31 states of the eastern US could be sad-
dled with costs ranging from $49 to S818
million per company each year. These
companies might pass on addhional
costs of S39 to $442 per year to each of
their residential customers. 13

Proposals under consideration by the
US Congress vary in the way that the
costs of controls would be distributed
among emission producers, electric
rate-payers, and taxpayers. One propos-
af before the US Congress would impose
a nationwide tax on electricity to pay for
emission controls on power plants. The
bill’s sponsors claim that the tax would
distribute the burden fairly and would
avoid severe economic penalties on the
midwestem states that would have to un-
dertake the controls. The tax would be
levied on electricity not produced by nu-
clear power.zd

Senator George J. Mitchell of Maine
is a leader in the emission-controls fight.
He believes that power companies in the
Midwestern US are a prime target for
emission reductions. Mitchell cites a
report by the Office of Technology As-
sessment. It predicts, for example, that a
50 percent reduction in emissions by
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companies in Indwna alone would re-
duce US sulfur emissions by 700,@30
tons, at a cost of an 8 percent rise in utili-
ty rates.zs The Interagency Task Force
on Acid Precipitation’s 1983 Annual Re-
port to the President and Congress put
total annual sulfur emissions in the US at
27.6 million tons.zb (p. 26)

Regional politics play a part not only
with respect to emission sources, but
also with respect to the sources of the
fuels that produce the emissions. It is sig-
nfilcant that coal from the western US
tends to be low in sulfur, whale eastern
US coal tends to be high in sulfur. A shift
to the use of low-sulfur coal would there-
fore benefit western coal miners at the
expense of eastern coal miners.ZT (p. 92)

One political organization in the US
that has attempted to deal with acid rain
is the National Governors’ Association
(NGA). Governor John H. Sununu of
New Hampshire, former chairman of the
NGAS Acid Rain Task Force and cur-
rent chairman of the Energy and Envi-
ronment Committee, has described the
importance of regional politics in at-
tempting to form a government policy
on acid rain.~ He notes that the acid-
rain issue has created new political alli-
ances. Of particular interest is the differ-
ence in the balance of political power
between the US Senate, where senators
from the Northeast and West hold key
committee posts, and the House of Rep-
resentatives, where midwestem law-
makers who might oppose certain con-
trols have considerable power. Gover-
nor Sununu attributes much of the dtifi-
culty in passing federal acid-rain legisla-
tion to th~ dtiference between the legis-
lative houses and the need to reconcile
the interests of different regions.

Opponents of measures to control
emissions have argued that some mea-
sures may not produce the expected
benefits. They argue that acid rain is not
necessarily produced in a linear fash-
ion—that is, in proportion to the quanti-
ty of sulfur oxides released into the air.
ThK view has been expressed by repre-
sentatives of public utilities and the coal
industry. zg

Contradictory findings came to light
at the 1983 International Colloquium on
Acid Precipitation, held in Lindau,
Federal Republic of Germany. The col-
loquium heard a report by the National
Research Council (NRC) in the US. Led
by Jack G. Calvert, Ohio State Universi-
ty, Columbus, the NRC team found that
conversion of S02 to sulfuric acid does
indeed occur as a linear phenomenon.~
(p. 139) Their report concluded that a
reduction of sulfur and nitrogen emis-
sions by SOpercent would bring about an
approximate 50 percent reduction in
acid rain in downwind areas. This con-
clusion lends support to claims that the
cost of controlling emissions would pro-
duce a substantial economic gain be-
cause damage would be averted, The
NRC, however, could not say with cer-
tainty where specKlc reductions in acid
rain would occur. The NRC said that the
computer-modeling methods used in
their calculations were not accurate
enough to allow specflc predictions.~
(p. 139-41)

A number of organizations around the
world have dwected their attention to
the problem of acid rain and, in some in-
stances, to the broader problems of air
polfution and the environment in gener-
al. A representative sampling of these
organizations is shown in Table 1.

The Acid Rain Foundation, Inc.,
based in St. Paul, Minnesota, is dedicat-
ed to promoting public awareness of,
education about, and research into acid
rain. The Foundation’s president is 131iis
B. Cowling, North Carolina State Uni-
versity, Raleigh, whose work was cited
in Part 1 of this essay. The Environmen-
tal Defense Fund, headquartered in New
York, is a 50,000member public-inter-
est group dedicated to the responsible
reform of public policy on matters af-
fecting the environment. The Fund has
offices in Boulder, Colorado; Berkeley,
California; Richmond, Virghda; and
Washington, DC. Another organization
concerned with acid rain is the Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc.
(NRDC), also headquartered in New
York. According to Debbie Sheiman of
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TaMa It A selected list of organizationsthat are
concerned with acid rain.

Acid Rain Foundation, Inc.
1fJ30Blackhawk Hills Road
St. pad, MN 55122

Acid Rain Information Clearinghouse (ARIC)
Center for Environmental Information, Inc.
33 S. Washington Street
Rochester, NY 14fx38

Asaoc’mtion for the Prevention of AU Pollution
(Association pour la Pri%ention de la Pollution

Atmoaph&ique-APPA)
62 Rue de CourceUes
F-7SO08 Paris, France

Canadian Coalition on Acid Rain
112 St. ClSir Avenue West
Suite S04
Toronto, Ontario M4V 2Y3
Canada

Environmental Defense Fund (EDF)
444 Park Avenue, S.
New York, NY 10016

Gemm Federation for Environmental
Protection

(Deutscher Natumchutzring e. V., Bundesverband
fiir Umweltschutz-DNR)

Kalkuhlstrssae 24
Postf. 320210
D-5300 Bonn 3
FRG

Hellenic Association on Environmental Polfution
(ERYEA)

XenOfOntns 14
Athems 118
Greece

fznak Walton League of America, Inc. (IW-A)
1701 N. Fort Myer Drive
Suite 1lCO
Arfington, VA 22209

National Clean Air Coalition
530 7th Street, SE
Washington, DC 201J33

National Wifdlife Federation
Dept. AR
1412 16th Street, NW
Wsaldngton, DC 200%

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC)
122 E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10168

sierra Club
5X3 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108

Soif Conservation Society of America
7515 NE Ankeny Road
Ankeny, IA W021

Swed~h Water and Air Poffution Research
Institute

Sten Sturegatan 42
S-4S3224 Gothenburg
Sweden

NRDC’S acid-rain project, the NRDC is a
nonprofit public-interest faw fii with
46,000 members from various disci-
plines, who seek to promote public un-
derstanding, conduct research, and pro-
vide legal advice and services on matters
related to the environment .31 We de-
scribed the NRDC in more detail pre-
tiouS1y.32

The Izaak Walton League of America,
Inc., is a conservation group with 50,000
members that also promotes public
awareness of environmental issues. The
League is particularly active in encour-
aging citizen involvement in efforts to
protect the environment. The Canadian
Coalition on Acid Rain, formed in 1980,
comprises businessmen, environmental-
ists, conservationists, and recreation
groups with the common goal of reduc-
ing emissions of sulfur and nitrogen ox-
ides and the speedy conclusion of an air-
quality agreement between the US and
Canada. Further information about the
groups may be obtained by writing to the
addresses given in the table. For those
interested in locating more information,
EIC/Intelhgence, Inc., has started a
new database dedicated entirely to acid
rain. The database includes sources of
information on the causes, effects, and
possible solutions to the acid-rain prob-
lem, dating from 1984 onward.

Bibliographic information on acid
rain can also be obtained from ISP’s
own SCISEARCW, a database intro-
duced in 1976 that provides comprehen-
sive information on articles listed in Cur-
rent Contents@ and the Science Citation
Inde& (SCP ) since 1974. The SCZ and
SCISEARCH include coverage of all imp-
ortant journals related to environmen-
tal research.~ The social aspects of the
problem may be researched in Sociaf
SCISEARCIiF, the online version of the
Social Sciences Citation Indefl .34

It is clear from the available evidence
that acid rain is a serious problem. Un-
fortunately, it is also evident that, in
many instances, the precise effects of
acid rain and the extent of environmen-
tal damage are not yet known. We still
have much to learn about the problem,
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and future political developments are
unclear. Moreover, simply learning
more about acid rain will not solve the
problem.

Governments have not yet developed
a common policy for action, and they
may not, as long as the scientific picture
remains controversial.

Governments and societies will have
to make hard decisions, balancing the

need for a healthy environment against
legitimate economic and social needs of
large numbers of people.

*****

My thanks to Tern” Freedman and
Robert Hand for their help in the
preparation of this essay
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A Note on Cluster Maps for Add Rafn

In Part 1 of the essay on acid rain, 1wc
included a multidimensional scaling
map, or C-1 level cluster map, showing
the co-citation relationships among the
14 papers that were core to the 1983 re-
search front #831991, “Transport, de-
position and atmospheric chemistry oi
sulfur, aerosols and other substances. ”
Another 1983 research front (#83-1341~
that was discussed in Part 1, but not
mapped, was “Effects of acid rain on
pollen germination and stomatal
changes in plants exposed to sulfur diox-
ide. ”

Ffgure 1: C-2 level map for cluster 718, “Atmo-
spheric transpnrt of suffur compounds. ”
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Our procedures for identifying re-
search fronts have been discussed in de-
tail in previous essays.z Not only can we
identify research fronts through cluster-
ing, but we can afao create “clusters of
clusters’’—hierarchies of research fronts
and groups of research fronts that show
the citation Iiiks between various areas
of research, and even between whole
disciplines. For acid-rain research, we
have reproduced below some of the
higher-level maps. Research front
#83- 1991 is one of three closely linked
research fronts shown in the C-2 level
map in Figure 1; these three fronts, in
turn, are represented by the single point
718, “Atmospheric transport of sulfur
compounds,” on the C-3 level map of
“Atmospheric processes” in Figure 2.
Similarly, the relationship between re-
search frent #83-1341 and a research
front entitled “Pollination barriers, self-
incompatibility and pollen-tube growth”
is shown in the C-2 level map in Figure 3.
These two research fronts are both en-
compassed within the point labeled 533,
“Plant pollination barriers,” on the C-3
level map of “Plant ecology and botany”
in Figure 4.

Figure 2: C-3 level map for cluster 64, “Atmospheric princesses.”
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Ffgure 3: C-2 level map for cluster 533, “Plant pnl-
Iination barriers.”
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In creating these higher-level maps,
we move from the more spectlc to the
more generic. At the C-1 level, you can

observe the “connections” between indi-
vidual core papers. At the C-2 level,
various C-1 research fronts are linked.
At the C-3 level, you can observe !inks
between the various C-2 maps. In this
way, the interdisciplinary and multidis-
ciplinary nature of the scientific enter-
prise can be concretely illustrated. In
this instance, we see that acid rain “falls”
withh the earth sciences and the biologi-
cal sciences.

Ffgura 4: C-3 level map for cluster 84, “Plant ecology and botany.”
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